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Using the Community Maps Contributor App

- Community Maps Program Highlights
- Becoming a Contributor (Community Maps Registration App)
- Preparing your data (Data Prep Tools)
- Submitting your data
- Data Processing Overview
- Data Processing Status
- Questions and Answers
Community Maps Program Highlights
Become a contributor to enrich one or more layers.

- Community Maps StoryMap:
Demo

- Becoming a Contributor
- Preparing your data (Data Prep Tools)
- Submitting your data
- Data Processing Overview
- Data Processing Status
Helpful links

• Take a Peek into the Community Maps Program blog
• Data Prep Tools: https://livingatlas.arcgis.com/en/participate/#v=community&subTab=dataPrep
Questions and Answers
Please Take Our Survey on the Esri Events App!

Download the Esri Events app and find your event

Select the session you attended

Scroll down to find the survey

Complete Answers and Select “Submit”